ADDENDUM #1

Please note the following changes to specifications for CRP #333022. Bidder shall acknowledge receipt by inserting the Addenda number where indicated on the signed quote form.

THE FOLLOWING CHANGES, ADDITIONS, AND DELETIONS TO THE CONTRACT HEREBY BECOME A PART OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

Special Provisions:

1. The date of opening bids has been revised to Tuesday, April 14, 2015

Plans:

2. Plan sheets D3, PC1, PC2, PP4 replace with the attached revised plans. Revision noted on plan sheets.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. PROTECT EXISTING CURB.
2. PROTECT EXISTING SIDEWALK.
3. WATCH EXISTING CURB & SIDEWALK.
4. CONSTRUCT PATH. SEE SHEET 7S1 & 7S2 FOR PARCEL SECTIONS.
5. CONSTRUCT SPLIT RAIL FENCE. SEE SH.I D3 FOR DETAIL.
6. INSTALL POROUS PAVER FOOTING CHECK DAM (24" HT). SEE SH.I D3 FOR DETAIL.
7. INSTALL POROUS PAVER FOOTING CHECK DAM (1" HT). SEE SH.I D3 FOR DETAIL.
8. INSTALL 14" GATE (SEE DETAIL SHEET D3).
9. INSTALL TRACHOMA. SEE SH.I D3 FOR DETAIL.
10. CONNECT NEW SPLIT RAIL FENCE TO EXISTING WOOD FENCE.

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SPLIT RAIL FENCE TO EXISTING WOOD FENCE.